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Abstract. In this note, new parameters for the Teichmiiller space of a compact Riemann

surface of genus 2 are presented. The parameter space is R,| . Given any point in R! , we have a

concrete way of deciding the generators for the corresponding marked Fuchsian group.

1. Introduction

One important topic in the study of Teichmiiller spaces is the parametrization

problem. The idea behind it is to shift the focus of research from complicated

objects onto easier ones. To be precise, let Tn be the Teichmiiller space of a
compact Riemann surface of genus g. We want to find out a parameter space P
and a correspondence between P and 7r. Naturally, a successful parametrization

should satisfy:

(1) P is simple and dim P : dirr,Tci
(2) the correspondence is not difficult to handle'

Up to now, there have been several well-known parametrizations with important
applications. However, these parametrizations are mainly of theoretic importance,

and it is difficult to use them for some other purposes like numerical calculations.

Recently, B. Maskit gave new parametrizations for Teichmiiller spaces of Riemann

surfaces which have signatures (0,4) and (1,1). His parametrizations have the

following features:

(1) P - half space) dimP being equal to the dimension of the corresponding

Teichmiiller space;

(2) given any point in P, there is a concrete way of describing the generators in
the corresponding marked grouP.

These characteristics provide a clearer model for the considered Teichmiiller spaces

and also a practical way of doing numerical caJculation.

In this note, we present a parametrization for 7.2, the Teichmiiller space of
a compact Riemann surface of genus 2. Our parameter space is R!, and given

any point in R|, we have a concrete way of describing the generators for the
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corresponding marked Fuchsian group. So far the main method for constructing
Fuchsian groups has been combination theorems. The method used in this note
yields a different way of obtaining all Fuchsian groups which can be geometrically
realized by compact Riemann surfaces of genus 2.

Having finished the first draft of this note, the author heard in Montpellier
in September L99L that B. Maskit has also recently studied the same problem by
using a different approach. The author thanks B. Maskit for encouragement.

2. Preliminaries

Let H denote the upper-half plane
/// be the set of all hyperbolic Möbius
can be written in the form

equipped with the hyperbolic metric. Let
transformationsfixing H. Arry g € r//

ad - bc { 0,,g(z) -
az+b
cz+d'

where a, b, c and d are real numbers. We can associate g with a matrix

g-

in GL(2:8). This is not unique. Assume that 9 is an elementir.,,il. Denote
by 

"(S), 
,(S) the attracting and repelling fixed points of g. The multiplier k(9)

is given by the cross-ratio

(z'r)

where z is any point in Ö not fixed by g. Especially, k(il > 1. The transforma-
tion g is completely determined by a(g), r(9) and fr(g). In fact,

g(r) -
- r(e)) z - "(g)r(g) (k (g) - 1)

(*(g) - t), * o(g) - k(g)r(g)

The axis of g , ax(g), is the unique geodesic on ä with o(9) and r(9) as its
terminal points. Denote the commutator 91 o gl' o gr' o g, of two Möbius trans-
formations 91 and gz by [Sr,gr).

Let .E : HIG be a compact Riemann surface of genus 2, where G is a
Fuchsian group acting on ä. It is well-known that G has only hyperbolic elements
and that there exist four generators ä! , g? , h3, and gl such that lhob gl)olhfl, gll :
id and the points below appear on the boundary of ä in clockwise order:

(t (g)"(g)
(2.1)
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,$h3, sg)), "(hl), "(gl), "(hl), r(gl), 
"(lhg,, s3)),

,kB) . We can normalize {hi, s}} so that 
"(lhg, sgJ) _ 0 ,

"(h2) - 1. See Figure 1 below:
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"(hg), "k3), ,(hg),
,{h8,sil) - oo, and

"(h?) "(g?) 
,(ä? ) "(gl ) 0 1 "@» r(hg) ,GB)

Figure 1.

Denote by Q the set of all quasiconformalmappingswhichfix 0, 1, oo and I/.
Let fi , fz e Q; throughout this paper ho(hi,gi)o fl' : fzo(hi,si)o/, 1 will
mearl

fi ohio.fi' : fzohi o fr', ho 7jo"fr-t : fzogjo fi', i :L,2.

The Teichmöller space of B is defined as follows:

rr: {1h,,s)r(hi,,s): f .1n},olo"f-', f eA}.

Note that if (h1,s ) e Tr, then ar(hi), o*(g), and ar([hz, gzl) will form a figure
on H similar to Figure L.

3. Parametrization of 72

Lemma L. Let h, g, and P in .,,// satisfy:
(L) ax(h) intersects or(g),
(2) hog-'oh-rog-P,
(\ eQ)-\-22, )>0.
Then k(h):##, k(il:ffffi

Prcof. By Lemma 3.4 in [7], we have

hs-'\l-'a - ( ä-' -t^) ,

h-t -

g-r _

( k(h),( h) - "(h) -a(h),(äXrt D - 1) \
\ k(h)-1 ,(h)-k(h)a(h) ))
( k(g),(g) - "(g) -o(g)r(gxk(g) - 1) \
\ k(g) -1 ,(g)-k(g)"(g) )'

where
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The conclusion

tr(å) - tr t
respectively. Q

Denote by
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ace equalities

of all pairs (h, g) in

on the real axis satisfying

and t,(o) : tr 
f (-ä-' _'^) ,-'] ,

,/f x -,// with the property

< t(g).

C. Given three points a, p and

"(g) ,(h) ,(g)

follows fro

h-L( -ä-

.E.D.

I the set

m the tr

1 0\
-^ )

(3.1) O<o<p<r<\a,

tåere exists a unique pair (h,g) e I such that

(3.2) hog-'oh-Log:P, and a(h)--a, r(h):7, o(il:p.

Conversely, if (h,g) e I satisfies ho g-r oh-r o 9: P, 0 < o(h) , then

0 < o(ä) < "G) < r(h) < )a(h).

"(h)
Figure 2.

Proof. Theset S: {(o,p,r):0 < a<p < r <,\a} isconnected.andopen
in R3. Clearly there are (oo,po,ro) e ,S and (äs, So) e'g such that (8.2) hoids.
Assume that (a,p,r) is sufficiently close to (os,p6,r6). We get h as follows:

a(h): s, r(h):7, k(h): +1 ._\._,t 
f _\a.

By the same kind of computation as in Lemma 1 we get

(3.3) k(h) -_ e(ä-1 o P).
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Since (o, p, r) is close to (a6, p6, rs ) and the attracting and repelling fixed points of
h-LoP are close to the attracting and repelling fixed points of. hlt oP, respectivelg
we see that there exists a unique g € il , which is not identity such that

s-L(") - r( 7-t o P), s-L ?) - a(hr-r o P), s-L @) - p.

This together with (3.3) implies that 9-t o h-r o g : h-r o P. Clearly the as-

sumptionthat (a,p,r) is close to (os,p6,rs) implies that (a(ä), r(h),a(g),r(9)) is

closeto("(Iro),t(äo),a(go),r(gg)),whichyields (h,g)e 9.Let ^91 bethesubset
of ,9 whose elements can be realized by (3.2). From the previous discussion we

know that ,Sr is a non-empty open set in ,S. Now we assume that there exist
(o,prr) € ,9 and (on,pn,r,) € ,9r (n : 1, 2,. . .) such that (an,Pn,rrr) + (o,p,r),
n --+ @. Consider the corresponding pairs (är, g.) e 9, n :1,2,. ' . They satisfy

s.r o hr' o gn: hf,L o P,

0 < o(ä") : cln l rn: r(hn) I \an,
an 1 Pn: a(g*) < rn < r(gn) I \Pn,

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 1 and the fact k(5") > 1. We may
assume that r(9") ---+ f e [r, ]p], and &(9") --+ k e [1, +m]. It follows that

,r*k(s,):g:ffir_firr,
and k : *m if and only if i : )p. If. f : r, we have

hn--+h, gn+g, g.t oh.'egn:g;'oP -- g-r oä-1 o g - g-r oP,

where

,(h) : r, k(h) -
a--),r

r : r(9), k(g)

T - ),A'
p-\r

-- r-\p

"(h) -- a,

p - o(g),

Hence g-L o h-L o

since k(g") -) *oo

On the other hand,

g(r)- r) or 1r-r oP(r)
it follows that

- r . This is impossible. If f - )p,

r-)p.g;t oh,-og,,(r")

P-r o h.(r*): P-r(r,) - ),2rn -- \2r.

This is a contradiction. Hence (a,p,r) e ,51, and ,51 is both open and closed in
,S. We deduce thai § -,Sr. Now assume that (o,p,r) and (ä,g) satisfy (3.1)
and (3.2). By Lemma 1 we see that h is determined uniquely by o and r. The
uniqueness of g follows from (3.4). The other assertion of the lemma follows from
Lemma 1. Q.E.D.

Similarly, we have the following assertion:
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Lemma 2'. Let P'(z):Å22, \)1, z € C. Gjven threepoints a, p and
r on the real axis satisfying

a 1p 1r < .\-1a < 0,

there exists a unique pair (h,S) e I such that

ho g-'o å-1 o g : P', and a(h): q, r(h) : y, o(il: p.

Conversely, if (h,g) € I satisfies h o 9-r oh-r o g: Pt , ,(S) <0, then

"(h) < a(g) < r(h) < )-ro(ä).
Basing on Lemma 2 and Lemma 2t, we are now able to give T2 a new

parametrization. Let p: (h;,S;) be a point ir 72. By Lemma 2 and Lemma2t ,

we can associate with it a point L(p): (tr,...,t6) in Rf , where

(3.5)

1 + tar(hr)
- a(gz).

t6 + 1

Theorem t. The mapping L: T2 ---+ R16 is a real analytic diffeomorphism.

Proof. The mapping .L is obviously real analytic. To see it is injective, we only
have to verify that I(p) : (tr,. . . ,lo) determines p uniquely for any p : (h;,S;) in
72. But this is true by Lemma 2 and Lemma 2'. Assume that (tr,. . ., t6) as above
is the image of p - (h;,5;) € 7z under .L. For any I > 0, we want to show that
(t1,t2,...,10) istheimageof apoint irTz. Theset f : {t > 0: (tt1 ,t2,...,t0) €

"z 
) is open in R+ by the invariance of domain. Without loss of generality, we

mayassumethat t > L andforany t <tt <t, (t't1,t2,...,t6): L(p(t')), *h"re
p(t'): (t,(t'),s{t')) e Tz. If. (tt1,t2,...,r0) 4 L(Tr), rhen p(t,).- ä?2. Since

the geodesics on -R "covered" bV hl , Sl , h3, gl , and, 1ro, o hl-' fill up the surface
-8, rhe sum s(r') : t'(hr(t')) +k(or(t')) +k(hr(tt)) +kQz(t')) +k(ht(t')oh;ru))
must approach infinity when t' tends to t according to Lemma 3.1 in [4]. On the
other hand, we see from (3.5), Lemma 1 and the proof in Lemma 2 that k(h{t')) ,

k(o{t')), k(h2(t')), ar,d k(tz(t')) are all bounded. so k(är(t') o ä;1(t')) must
approach infinity when f' tends to l. Since a(t 11t'\, r(nt1t'1) afi k(hi(t')) are

all bounded, it follows that the determinant of. hLQ') oh;t Q) approaches 0 when

1 + /s)
- ,(hz),/s*1

l' approaches l, where

i.(+,\ _ ( "(t r(t'))k(ht(t')) - r(n,1r';) -"(t r1t'1)r(ä,(r'))(r(n,1r';) - 1)\
'"'t" / - \ e(är(r,)) -1 a(nr1t,\ -k(h{{))r(n,(t,;) )'

i_t(tr\ _ ( r(nrp'))k(hr({)) - a(nr6'1) -r(n2(t'))a(hr({))(k(hr({)) - 1) \"2 "'-\ h(hz(tt))-t r(nr1t'1)-k(h2(t,))a(nr1t,1) )
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By a straightforward computation we get

det (Iz1(t')[;'(t')) : k(ä1(r')) *(nr1t'1)'

. [r(n'1r')) - "(n,1t';)]'l,(t r1t'1) - "(nr1t'1))2.
This is a contradiction. Keeping to the same analysis on t2,..., and f6, w€ cärr

prove that any point in R! is the image of a point in 7:2,i.e., L is surjective.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. Assume that g , h e I satisfy (3.2). 
"åen 

the group generated

by g and h is discrete.

Corollary 2. Let G be a group generated by four hyperbolic transformations
hr, gr, h2, and gz, a,nd assume that lfu,nl: lh2,gz)-r is ilso hyperbolic. If
the axes of hi, gj, ar.d lht,Sr) form a picture conjugate to Figure L, then G is
discrete.

Let R! be our parameter space of ?2. Given a point (1r,...,t6) in R[, we

can get the generators for the corresponding marked group in the following way.

First of all, h1 and ä2 can easily be defined by (3.5), Lemma L and (2.1). For

obtaining p1 and gz we need more calculations. From hz o gzt o hrr o 9z : P we

have

(3.6)

where

gz(P") - r( hr), gz(P,) : o(hr),

Po - a(h;t o P) _ [z(t - - k(hr)r(hr) + )'("( hz) - k(hr)"(hr))

+ ("( hz) - k(hr)r(hr) + )' ("( hz) - k(hr)o(hr)))' - 4Ä (rf h) - t)'

P,: r(hir o P) : [z(r - r(ar))J-'("@r) - k(h2)r(h2)+ )'(r(hr) - k(hr)a(hr))

Let

(o( hz) - k(hr)r(hr) + )' ('( hz) - k(hr)o(hr)))' - 4) (rt hz) - 1)'

By (3.6)

k(h,))l-' ("( hz)

o(hzlr(n, ))

o(hz)t(ä, ))

Solving
g2. The

a2 :a(gz), 12 - r(gr), kz- k(gr),

ä2 - a(hz), iz - r(hr).

and Lemma 1, we get

| @, - ä2X& - \oz)k, * (o, * \az - \äz - P,)r, - "l - äzP,

I (", -i2)(P,- \az)kz*(or* \az- \iz- Po)r, - "?r-i2Po.
the system of equations we get k2 and rz t which together with
transformation gt can be obtained in a similar way.

a2 give
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